XML Documentation for
Adobe Experience Manager
An enterprise-class CCMS to manage documentation
from creation to delivery

It’s a component content management system for technical documentation, IT and marketing teams
to manage structured content from creation to delivery, providing a consistent customer experience
across touchpoints.
Watch video

Get added business value

Deliver a uniform experience
to end users

40%

Reduce total cost of ownership
by up to 40%

Use the XML Documentation solution for

3x

Increase enterprise content velocity up
to three times

Efficiently manage the content lifecycle
end-to-end with One Adobe Solution

See what our customers have to say

Efficient content management and
higher velocity
A consistent user experience
A simplified authoring experience
Migrating to structured authoring
An integrated solution

Moving to XML Documentation for Adobe Experience Manager
has helped us build a solution where technical documentation
is a more central part of the website and a bigger part of the
customer journey.
- Laralyn Melvin, Senior Director,
Technical Documentation, Palo Alto Networks

Read case study

Watch video

Delight customers with consistent experiences by bringing marketing and
technical content onto the same platform
• Single platform for marketing and technical content

• Adobe Marketing Cloud integration

• Content reuse across webpages

• First-of-its-kind 'blended’ publishing

Standardize content in DITA with a simple yet powerful web editor for all
• Built-in web-based DITA editor

• Advanced DITA authoring

• Simplified DITA authoring experience

• WYSIWYG map editor

• Content ingestion framework for DITA migration

Stay ahead of the competition with market-leading enterprise content
management capabilities
• Powerful version management
• Advanced link and dependency management

• Industry-leading translation management and
localization support

• Comprehensive search and tag management

• In-depth content health and readiness reports

• Centralized digital asset management

• Easy integration through APIs
• Support for FrameMaker documents and books

Empower distributed teams to contribute and collaborate faster and smarter
• Seamless web-based review experience

• Native integration with Adobe FrameMaker

• Powerful project and workflow management

Effortlessly design and deliver immersive, omnichannel content experiences
• Direct publishing of DITA content to Experience
Manager

• Enterprise-class publishing
• Effortless integration with other publishing solutions

• Content as a service
• Best-in-class multichannel publishing

For any queries, please write to us at techcomm@adobe.com
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